in the framework of infinite-state systems.
1. Introduction .
-
In the area of verification theory, a great attention has been recently paid on infinite state systems. .In contrast to finite state systems where theoretical -and practical developments mainly focus on complexity re_duction, an essentia1"topic in infinite state systems is to find a trade-off between expressivity of the models and decidability of verification. As the model checking of temporal logic formula is one of the most general approach for verification, it has been intensively studied Context-free grammars and stack automata have led to several works. In [lo] , it is shown that the model checking of branching time p-calculus formula for pushdown processes is decidable. When restricting the logic to the linear time logic LTL, one obtains polynomial time algorithms [3] .
In [2] , model checking for Petri nets has been studied. The branching temporal logic as well as the statebased linear temporal logic are undecidable even for restricted logics. Fortunately, the model checking for action-based linear temporal logic is decidable. The case of infinite sequences may be straightforwardly reduced to the search of repetitive sequences studied in [ 111 and the case of finite sequences may be similarly reduced to the reachability problem [SI. It seems interesting to combine context-free grammars and Petri nets and to look for decidable properties. Indeed, for two such models -the process rewrite systems [9] and the recursive Petri nets (RPNs) [5] -the reachability problem is decidable. However, for both these two models, the model checking of action-based temporal logic becomes undecidable. It remains undecidable even for restricted models such as those presented in [l] . So for any previously existing model strictly including Petri nets and context-free grammars, the action-based linear time model checking was undecidable.
-.In this work, we present a submodel of RPNs called sequential recursive Petri nets (SWNs) and we give some decision procedures including the model checking. Roughly speaking, in RPNs some transitions emulate concurrent procedure calls by initiating a new to-ken game in the net. The return mechanism is ensured by reachability conditions. A state of a RPN is then a tree of "token games". In a SRPN, a procedure call freezes the current token game and the activity goes on, in the last initiated token game. A state of a SRPN is then a stack of "token games". At first, we illustrate the increase of modelling power of SRPNs w.r.t. the Petri nets one. Indeed, a SRPN can model an infinite in-degree transition system whereas it is not the case with Petri nets (or with process algebras). Moreover, from a practical point of view the use of SRPNs often leads to a great simplification in the design process.
We then focus on the model checking problem for an action-based linear time logic. We handle the case of finite (and maximal) sequences relying on a product SRPN construction which emulates the synchronised product of a SRPN and an automaton and then reducing the problem to a reachability problem (which is decidable from [5] ). The case of infinite (and divergent) sequences is more tricky and requires to distinguish such sequences w.r.t. the asymptotic behavior of the depth of token games. As the decision procedure is partly based on a reachability decision algorithm for Petri nets, it is not primitive recursive. Nevertheless in a modeling, the places of a SRPN are very often k-bounded with the bound k given a priori (e.g. computed by linear algebraic techniques). In such situations, taking as inputs the SRPN and the bound, we can show that our procedure is in PSPACE. We emphasize that even in this case we deal with infinite-state systems.
At last, we study the language family of SRPNs and we show that this family strictly includes the union of Petri nets and context-free languages. Moreover, unlike FWNs, this family is closed under intersection with regular languages. Finally we will discuss about complexity features and give some perspectives to this work. The complete proofs can be found in a research report [6].
Sequential Recursive Petri Nets

Presentation
A sequential recursive Petri net has the same structure as an ordinary one except that the transitions are partitioned into two categories: elementary transitions 199 and abstract transitions. Moreover a starting marking is associated to each abstract transition and an effectively semilinear set offinal markings is defined. The semantics of such a net may be informally explained as follows. In an ordinary net, a thread plays the token game by firing a transition and updating the current marking (its internal state). In a SRPN there is a stack of threads (denoting the fatherhood relation) where all the threads, except the one on the top of the stack, are suspended. We call this thread, the current thread. The step of a SRPN is thus a step of the current thread. If the thread fires an elementary transition, then it updates its current marking using the ordinary firing rule. If the thread fires an abstract transition, it consumes the input tokens of the transition and creates a new thread on the top of the stack (the new current thread) which begins its token game with the starting marking of the transition. If the thread reaches a final marking, it may terminate its token game producing (in the token game of its father) the output tokens of the abstract transition which gave birth to him. In case of a single thread in the stack, one obtains an empty stack. When we will deal with different extended markings, we will denote the items -of an extending marking tr as a function of the extending marking (e.g. vg(tr)). The empty list is denoted by 1. Any ordinary marking m can be seen as an extended marking, denoted by [ml, consisting of a single node. An elementary step of a SRPN may be either a firing of a transition or an ending of a token game (called a cut step and denoted by r).
Definition2.3 A transition t is enabled in an extended marking tr #I (denoted by tr&) i f V p E
P, M ( v T ) ( p ) 2 W'(p, t ) and a cut step is enabled (denoted by t r 4 ) i f M ( q )
is the set of edges with:
A is a mapping E + Tab.
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Definition2.4 The firing of an enabled elementary step t from an extended marking t r = (V, M , E , A) leads to the extended marking t 71 = (VI, M', E', A') (denoted by t r f t r ' ) depending on the type oft
where U ' is a fresh identifier absent in
M'(Pred(vT))(P) = W P r e d ( v T ) ) ( P )
+
W+(P, A(Pred(vT), U))
Let us notice that i f ]VI = 1 then the $ring of Ileads to to empty list 1 . . 
The depth of an extended marking is defined as
IVI. For an extended marking t r , its depth is denoted by 'depth(tr)
.
An illustrating example
In order to analyze fault-tolerant systems, the engineer starts from a nominal system and then introduces the fau king behavior as well as the repairing mechanisms. We limit ourselves to an elementary system. The nominal system periodically records some measure of the environment (elementary transition Gount).
The number of measures is stored in place pcount. The complete system is obtained by adding the bordered part of the figure 1. The behavior of the SRPN can be described as follows. Initially and in the crash state, the extended marking consists in a single node. A token in the place prepair indicates that one is repairing the system while a token in pstart indicates that the system is ready. When the abstract transition &tart is fired the correct behavior is "played" by the new thread. If this thread dies by a cut step, a crash state is reached. As the place pfault is always marked in the correct system and from the very definition of T, the occurrence of a fault is always possible. With additional places and modifying T, we could model more complex fault occurrences (e.g. conditioned by software execution).
In [7] , the model of recursive Petri nets is illustrated by additional examples and compared to other similar models.
Model Checking
The model checking that we investigate applies on action based linear-time formulas represented by Buchi automaton. The usual verification method consists to check the existence of a sequence of the system fulfilling the negation of the formula. Depending on the kind of the sequence, different semantics have been defined. We will study the main ones: finite sequences, maximal finite sequences (leading to a deadlock), infinite sequences, divergent sequences (infinite sequences ended by a non observable subsequence). The SRPN switches between states with a single node and states with a bottom and a top node. However, the number of reachable markings in the top node is infinite (the place pcount is unbounded). In other words, the crash state can be reached from an infinite number of states which means that the transition system associated to a SRPN may have some nodes with an infinite in-degree. This capability is neither shared by Petri nets nor by process algebras. Consequently, such models cannot represent this kind of systems. More generally, any transition system where some node has an infinite in-degree can neither be modelled by Petri nets nor by process algebras. We emphasize that even in the case of finite state transition systems such modelisations are rather difficult and lead to very intricate Petri nets (or process algebras) whereas the same design is quite easy with SRPNs. As usual, we denote by q A q ' that (q, a, q') E A. Moreover, the extension of 4 to words over C is denoted by =+ and is defined as follows:
A run T of A on a finite word w = a1 . . . a, over C is a finite sequence 90, . . . , qn on Q such that V j E [l, n], q j -l a q j . A run T-of A on a infinite word w = a1 . . . ai . . . is an infinite sequence QO, . . . , qi, . . . on Q such that V j > 0, qj-1 a q j . We now define how such an automaton recognizes and accepts finite and infinite words. Q, A, qo, F ) The observable behaviors of the SRPN we will consider are defined via a labeling function. A labeled marked sequential recursive Petri net is a marked SFWN and a labeling function h defined from the transition set T U (7) to an alphabet C plus X (the empty word). As usual, h is extended to sequences.
Definition 3.2 (Recognition and acceptance) Let
Before the study of the model checking problem, we introduce A SRF" representing the synchronised product of a given SRPN and an automaton both labeled on a same alphabet. The product SRF" is constructed from the places of the original one by adding a place set Q which corresponds to the states of the automaton. As usual, the elementary transitions are synchronized with tlie ones of the automaton using these new places. For each extended arc &q ' (with a E C U {A)) of the automaton and for each elementary transition t such that h(t) = a, an elementary transition t.q.6, having W -( t ) + q as pre-condition and W+(t) + q' as post-condition, is added. When an abstract transition is fired a new node appears and, due to the SRF" definition, the token game is limited to this node. Then, we have to predict the state reached by the automaton when the new token game will be ended. The abstract transitions constructed in the product SRPN are denoted t.q.q'.q'' where the prefix t.q.q' expresses the same conditions as for the elementary transitions (excepted that t is an abstract transition of the original net). For each state d' E Q such an abstract transition is added (the prediction is non deterministic). To ensure that the predicted state is effectively reached when the cut step closing the token game is fired, a set of places (complementary to Q) is used. The firing of an abstract transition t.q.d.q" leads to the creation of a new node for which its starting marking has the place ? marked. Using these places, the effectively semilinear set of final markings is built in order to ensure that the predicted state is effectively reached. Let us notice that this composition corresponds to a weak synchronization as some transitions of the SRPN can be labeled by A. 
The next proposition shows the soundness of theproduct SRF" construction. This SRPN simulates the synchronized product of the orginal net with the Buchi automaton w.r.t. the language criterion.
We denote by L(N,tro,Trj) (where T r f is a finite set of extended markings) the set of firing sequences (mapped on (2' U .)*) of N from tro to an extended marking of T r f . This set is called the language of N . The language -of a labeled marked SRPN ( (N, tro) , E, h ) for a finite extended marking set Trf is defined by h ( L ( N , tro, T r f ) ) where h is extended to languages.
For sake of simplicity, we impose that the sets of terminal states are composed by extended marking limited to a single node. One can remark that this condition is not a theoretical restriction. 
Sketch of proof:
The main part of the proof follows from the construction presented below. The critical point is that although the product SRPN allows "bad" sequences (i.e. not recognized by the automaton), such ones cannot lead to a terminal extended marking of the product SWN.
0
We now adapt the product construction to reduce the model-checking problem of finite sequences to a reachability problem for the product SRPN which is known to be decidable [5] . 
Sketch of proof:
Let ((N', (mbl), C, h'} be the product SRPN of A and S. We construct a new SRPN (N", [mgl) in the following way:
It can be shown that the existence of a finite firing sequence . of S such that h(a) is accepted by A is equivalent to the reachability of I by (N", [mgl) . The critical point is that considering sequences of N' reaching I, then the shortest ones correspond to sequences . of the original net such that h(a) is accepted by A.
0
Maximal finite sequences are handled similarly with a more complex construction. In this new product, a pair of places is added to allow the prediction of deadlocks when creating a new node in the stack and the semi-linear set of terminal markings is adapted to detect deadlocks. (( N , [mol ) , C, h ) a labeled SRPN. The existence of aJinitejring sequence U of S such that a leads to a deadlock of N and h ( a ) is accepted by A is decidable.
For the infinite case, the technique based on the SRPN product is not sufficient to obtain a decision procedure. We have developed an original proof technique based on the analysis of the sequences depending on the asymptotic behavior of the depth of the visited extended markings.
We are looking for an infinite firing sequence of the SFU" accepted by a Buchi automaton. We will perform two independent searches depending on a characteristic of the sequence: the asymptotic behavior of the depth of the sequence.
be an infinite sequence, we define dinf(a) = liminf,,, depth(tr,) (defined by limz+m inf,?,{ depth(tr,)}). dinf (a) always exists but it can be either finite or infinite.
In case of a finite value, there exists a strictly in- ends with the firing of an abstract transition leading to an extended marking of depth dinf(a) (with the creation of a new node) and a k is either a firing of an elementary transition in this node or a sequence beginning by the firing of an abstract transition in this node and ended by a corresponding cut step.
In case of an infinite value, there exists a strictly in- So the first step of the proof consists in developping a procedure to check the existence of some finite firing subsequences beginning and ending in the same node of two extended markings and corresponding to paths of the Buchi automaton. Indeed, we need another procedure which restricts the sequences to those which visit an accepting state of the automaton. In either case, these procedures are very similar to the model checking for finite sequences.
We are now in position to explain the two main procedures. Looking for a sequence a with dinf(a) finite, we first compute the couples of starting markings and automaton states reachable by a firing sequence. We build an ordinary Petri net representing an abstract view of sequences of the SRPN (recognized by the automaton) where the successive extended markings visited by the sequence are infinitely often reduced to a single node. Then, for each couple as initial markingof this Petri net, we look for an infinite sequence visiting a subset of transitions infinitely often (this can be done by the algorithm of [ 111) .
Looking for a sequence U with dinf ( U ) infinite, we build a graph where the nodes are the computed couples of the first procedure and an edge denotes that one node has been reached from the other one by a sequence increasing by one the depth of the visited extended markings and such that the intermediate subsequences never decrease the depth below its initial value. The edges are partitioned depending on the visit by the sequence of an accepting state of the Buchi automaton. Then the existence of an accepting infinite sequence is equivalent to the existence of some kind of strongly connected component. is an infinite word accepted by A is decidable.
Divergent sequences are handled similarly.
Theorem 3.8 (Acceptance of divergent sequences)
Let A == (E, Q, 6, qo, F ) be a Biichi automaton and S = ( ( N , [mol) , E, h) a labeled SRPN. The existence of an injinite sequence a of ( N , [mol) such that h(a) is ajnite word accepted by A is decidable.
All our decision procedures use the decidability of reachability in RPNs (based on reachability in Petri nets). Thus none of them are primitive recursive. However it must be emphasized that very often unbounded Petri nets correspond to systems with dynamic structure. Modelling such systems with SRPNs leads to infinite states SWNs with bounded places. Moreover the bound may be computed by structural analysis. In such cases, complexity of our decision procedure is reduced as stated by the next theorem. The problem of existence of a jnite (maximal finite, in.nite, divergent) sequence a of ( N , [mol) such that h(o) is a word accepted by A is PSPACE-complete w.ct. the size of A and S.
Language Properties
In order to discuss about expressivity of models, different criteria may be applied such like generated languages, behavioural equivalences,. . . In this section, we focus on the properties of the languages generated Iby SRPNs and we compare it with the standard hierarchy of languages. 
Proof:
It is obvious that any PN is a SRPN. Moreover, in [5] , it is demonstrated that any context-free language can be simulated by a RPN. We can remark that the. proposed construction of the RPN corresponding to a context-free language leads to a SRPN (i.e. the initial extended marking is limited to a single node and all the reachable states are stacks and only the top node is active). In the same paper, it is shown that RPN languages strictly include the union of context-free and Petri net languages. The proof of this result exhibits a RPN for which its language is neither PN nor context-free language. We can remark that this RPN behaves as a SRPN. Then, we can conclude that the language family of SRPN strictly includes the union 0 Moreover, in [4] , it is demonstrated that the RPN languages are not closed under intersection with regular ones. Then the theorem 4.1 leads to the next one.
of the context-free and PN languages. 
Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced sequential recursive Petri nets and studied their theoretical features. From a modeling point of view, an important characteristic of SRPNs is their capability to generate infinite in-degree transition systems. Such a feature makes possible to model dynamic systems which can be handled neither by process algebra nor by Petri nets.
In the second part of the paper, we have focused on the model checking for an action-based linear time logic and obtained different decision procedures depending on the semantics of the logic. These procedures are not primitive recursive in the general case but restricting the SRPNs to bounded ones (with an a priori known bound), the model checking problem is shown to be PSPACE-complete.
